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Abstract

�2-adrenoceptors (�2-AR) become rapidly desensitised upon recruitment of cytosolic

�arrestin. The cAMP phosphodiesterase-4D isoform, PDE4D5 can be recruited in complex with

�arrestin, whereupon it regulates PKA phosphorylation of the �2-AR. Here we use novel

technology, employing a library of overlapping peptides (25-mers) immobilized on cellulose

membranes that scan the entire sequence of �arrestin2, to define the interaction sites on �arrestin2

for binding of PDE4D5 and the cognate long isoform, PDE4D3. We identify a binding site in the

�arrestin2 N-domain for the common PDE4D catalytic unit and two regions in the �arrestin2 C-

domain that confer specificity for PDE4D5 binding. Alanine scanning peptide array analysis of

the N-domain binding region identified severely reduced interaction with PDE4D5 upon

Arg26Ala substitution and reduced interaction upon either Lys18Ala or Thr20ala substitution.

Similar analysis of the �arrestin2 C-domain identified Arg286 and Asp291, together with the

Leu215-His220 region, as being of importance in binding PDE4D5 but not PDE4D3.

Transfection with wild-type �arrestin2 profoundly decreased isoprenaline-stimulated PKA

phosphorylation of the �2-AR in mouse embryo fibroblasts (MEFs) lacking both �arrestin1 and

�arrestin2. This effect was negated using either the Arg26Ala or Arg286Ala mutant forms of

�arrestin2 or one with substitution of Leu215-His220 for an alanine cassette, which showed

little/no PDE4D5 binding but were still recruited to the �2-AR upon isoprenaline challenge. These

data show that the interaction of PDE4D5 with both the N- and C- domains of �arrestin2 are

essential for �2-AR regulation.
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Introduction

Plasma membrane localised, transmembrane G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs)

provide a pivotal and ubiquitous system for cellular signal transduction as well as targets for

therapeutics and understanding the molecular pathology of various diseases (se e.g. [1-3]).

Routinely, the regulation of GPCR functioning is characterised by a rapid and transient

desensitization process [4]. This is mediated by their initial phosphorylation through the action of

G-protein receptor kinases (GRKs) [5], which allows for the recruitment of cytosolic arrestins that

sterically interdict the association of GPCRs with their functional G-protein [4, 6, 7]. Although

multi-site phosphorylation of GPCRs by GRK is required for arrestin binding, the prime

‘phosphate’ sensor is a single arginine residue located in a ‘polar core’ located between the

arrestin N- and C-domains [6]. Each of these arrestin domains are formed from a �-strand

sandwich where two �-strand sheets are annealed through hydrophobic interactions between side

chains inside the sandwich [6, 8].

Studies of the �2-adrenoceptor (�2-AR) have played a fundamental role in dissecting out

the functional significance of arrestin in regulating GPCR signalling [1, 4, 7]. Indeed, this system

provides a critical paradigm given the importance of selective �2-AR agonists in the treatment of

inflammatory lung disease, notably asthma [9], and that changes in �2-AR functioning, expression

and polymorphisms relate to heart failure [1, 2, 10, 11]. Mechanistically, agonist occupancy of the

�2-AR allows it to couple to Gs, which leads to activation of adenylyl cyclase and the generation

of the key intracellular second messenger, cAMP [1, 4]. GRK phosphorylation of the �2-AR

initiates recruitment of �arrestins, which attenuates �2-adrenoceptor-Gs coupling, thereby

lowering adenylyl cyclase activity [1, 4, 12].

It is now well-appreciated that cAMP signalling in cells is compartmentalised [13-17],

with gradients of cAMP shaped through spatially confined degradation achieved by the action of

specifically tethered cAMP phosphodiesterases [18, 19]. Isoforms encoded by the

phosphodiesterase-4 (PDE4) family play a pivotal role in shaping compartmentalised cAMP

responses in many cell types, being sequestered to specific signalling complexes and membranes

within cells [13, 18, 20-24]. Thus dominant negative [25, 26], siRNA-mediated knockdown [27]

and targeted gene knockout approaches [28] have demonstrated that PDE4 isoforms and sub-

families can have unique, non-redundant functional roles. The key roles that PDE4 isoforms play

in regulating key processes in various cell types associated with the immune system and brain, for

example, undoubtedly, underpins the promising therapeutic use of PDE4 selective inhibitors for

treating various inflammatory diseases, depression and as cognitive enhancers [9, 22, 29, 30].
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Four PDE4 genes encode around 20 different isoforms [20, 22, 31, 32]. Each isoform is

characterised by a unique N-terminal region that has been shown in many instances to be involved

in targeting to signalling complexes, membranes or the cytoskeleton [20, 23]. It has been shown

that PDE4 enzymes can associate with �arrestin in a variety of cell types [33] and that the

�arrestin/PDE4 complex can be recruited to the �2-AR upon agonist occupancy [34]. The

increased level of cAMP, occurring upon agonist occupancy, elicits the protein kinase A (PKA)-

mediated phosphorylation of the �2-AR [35]. Mediating this is a sub-population of the RII form of

PKA that is tethered to the �2-AR itself by sequestration to the AKAP79 scaffolding protein [27,

36]. One functional consequence of PKA phosphorylation of the �2-AR, which is observed in

various cell types, is to switch its coupling from the Gs-mediated activation of adenylyl cyclase to

the Gi-mediated activation of ERK [35]. �arrestin-recruited PDE4 acts to regulate specifically the

phosphorylation of the �2-AR by AKAP79-sequestered PKA, presumably by lowering localised

cAMP levels below the threshold required for activation by this spatially restricted pool of PKA

[13, 25, 27, 33, 34]. �arrestin-recruited PDE4 also acts to regulate synaptic release probability and

presynaptic inhibition by opioids [37] and whilst PDE4 inhibitors have potential for treating

asthma [22, 29, 38], �arrestin2 has been implicated in the development of allergic asthma [39].

PDE4 isoforms from all four families have the potential to interact with �arrestin due to

the presence of a common interacting site located on the surface of helix-17 of their catalytic unit

[33, 40]. However, in a variety of cell types expressing the PDE4D5 isoform, which include

cardiac myocytes, then it is this isoform that is found preferentially sequestered to �arrestin [33].

Underpinning this is the presence of a further binding site for �arrestin across a broad region of

the isoform-unique N-terminal region of PDE4D5 in addition to the common interaction site

found in it catalytic unit [33, 40]. Thus, the presence of these two binding sites, presumably,

allows �arrestin to straddle PDE4D5 and transport it to the �2-AR upon agonist challenge. Such a

delivery allows �arrestin-recruited PDE4D5 to attenuate PKA phosphorylation of the �2-AR and

desensitize Gi signalling to ERK as �arrestin desensitizes signalling to through Gs [13, 25].

Previous 2-hybrid analyses of �arrestin2 truncates, indicated that both the N- and C-

domains of �arrestin2 contributed to the binding of PDE4D5 [33]. Here we explore the interaction

of PDE4D5 with �arrestin and suggest that the common PDE4 catalytic unit interacts with the

extreme N-terminal region of �arrestin, whilst the N-terminal region of PDE4D5 interacts with

the C-domain of �arrestin.

Experimental procedures
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Materials

A rabbit polyclonal antibody against the �2AR (sc-569) and PKA P-�2AR ser345/346 (sc-

16718) was from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA, USA). Anti-FLAG M2 mouse

monoclonal antibody (F3165), plus a conjugate of the same antibody to agarose (A2220). VSV

antibody (V5507), VSV-agarose (A1970), isoprenaline (I6504) were from Sigma-Aldrich (Poole,

Dorset, UK). Protein A beads used in immunoprecipitation reactions were from Invitrogen

(15918-014). Antisera detecting �arrestin1/2 and mouse embryo fibroblasts MEFs) from animals

lacking both �arrestin1 and �arrestin2 [34, 41] were from Dr Robert Lefkowitz (Howard Hughes

Medical Center, Duke University, NC, USA). HEK293B2 cells, which stably express a GFP- and

Flag-tagged �2-AR, were as described before by one of us [42]. ECL kits were from GE

Healthcare (Little Chalfont, Buckinghamshire, UK). Cyclic AMP determinations were carried out

on cell lysates using the cAMP HTS immunoassay kit from Upstate (17-418)

Cell Culture

HEK293 and HEK293B2 cells were cultured as before [25, 27, 34, 40]. Transfections

were performed using Polyfect (Qiagen 301107) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

The mouse embryonic fibroblast cell line derived from �arrestin1/2 double knock-out animals

was transfected using Lipofectamine (GIBCO-BRL) following the manufacturers instructions and

maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium containing 10% fetal bovine serum for

HEK293 cells and 10% New Born Calf serum for HEKB2 cells, both with 1 x

penicillin/streptomycin. Cells were treated with isoprenaline (10�M) for 5 minutes, as indicated.

Immunopurification studies

Briefly, detergent-soluble proteins were isolated from cells by disruption in lysis buffer

(1% (v/v) Triton X-100, 50 mM HEPES buffer, pH 7.2, 10 mM EDTA, 100 mM NaH2PO4,

2H2O) containing Complete (Roche) protease inhibitor mixture to 8% volume. Detergent-

insoluble proteins were removed by centrifugation at 10,000 x gav for 10 min, and the soluble

fraction was retained. Equal volumes of cell lysate containing 500 �g of protein were cleared by

incubation with 30 �l of protein A slurry. The beads were then removed by centrifugation at

10,000 x gav for 10 min at 4 °C, and cleared lysate was incubated at 4 °C for 2 h with constant

agitation with a volume of antiserum determined to immunoprecipitate all �2AR from mouse

embryo fibroblast (ME �arrestin1(-/-):�arrestin2(-/-) cells. Immunoglobulins were then isolated

by incubation with protein-A-coated Sepharose beads for 1 h before retrieval by refrigerated

centrifugation at 10,000 x gav for 5 min. A similar protocol was used to isolate FLAG tagged

constructs, however lysates were precleared with VSV-agarose and immunopurifications carried
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out using FLAG-tagged agarose. Immunopurified proteins were run on SDS PAGE and

immunoblotted as described previously [25, 27, 34, 40].

Site-directed Mutagenesis

This was performed by the circular mutagenesis method. All mutagenesis and deletion

constructs were confirmed by DNA sequencing prior to use.

Mammalian Cell Expression Constructs

Human PDE4D5 cDNA (GenBank� AF012073) with a carboxyl-terminal VSV epitope

tag, was cloned into pcDNA3 (Invitrogen, Paisley, Scotland, UK) as before [33, 40]. �arrestin2

(GenBank� BC007427) with a carboxyl-terminal FLAG epitope tag, was cloned into pcDNA3

(Invitrogen, Paisley, Scotland, UK).

Expression of Fusion Proteins in Escherichia coli

Full-length PDE4D5 and PDE4D3 were each expressed as amino-terminal glutathione-S-

transferase (GST) fusion proteins and purified to apparent homogeneity as before [40, 43].

SPOT synthesis of Peptides and Overlay Experiments

Peptide libraries were produced by automatic SPOT synthesis [44] and synthesized on

continuous cellulose membrane supports on Whatman 50 cellulose membranes using Fmoc-

chemistry with the AutoSpot-Robot ASS 222 (Intavis Bioanalytical Instruments AG, Köln,

Germany) [44, 45]. The interaction of spotted peptides with GST and GST fusion proteins was

determined by overlaying the cellulose membranes with 10 �g/ml of recombinant protein. Bound

recombinant proteins were detected with specific rabbit antisera and detection performed with

secondary anti-rabbit horseradish peroxidase coupled antibody (1:2,500 dilution; Dianova) and

visualisation by ECL, as in immunoblotting.

Results

Probing a �arrestin2 peptide array with PDE4D5 and PDE4D3

�arrestin2 is a 418 amino acid protein that consists of two distinct sub-domains, called the

N-domain and the C-domain, which are linked by a polar core (Fig. 1). In co-

immunoprecipitation, pull-down and 2-hybrid analyses it has been shown to bind to the cAMP

phosphodiesterase-4D5 (PDE4D5) isoform [25, 33, 40]. Here, this interaction was explored using

peptide array analysis, which provides a novel and powerful technology for gaining insight into

the basis of specific protein-protein interactions [44, 45]. In order to do this a library of

overlapping peptides (25 mers), each shifted by 5 amino acids across the entire sequence of

�arrestin2, was spot-synthesised on cellulose membranes. This immobilized peptide library was
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probed with purified, recombinant GST fusion proteins of both PDE4D5 and PDE4D3, whose

binding was assessed immunologically with positive interactions identified as dark spots (Fig. 1).

PDE4D5 and PDE4D3 are long PDE4 isoforms from the same gene family (PDE4D) and differ

only in their un-related, isoform-specific N-terminal region, which for PDE4D5 is 88 amino acids

long and for PDE4D3 is 15 amino acids long [46]. Probing the �arrestin2 peptide library with

PDE4D3-GST, positive reactions were only obtained with the first three peptide spots (Fig. 1),

representing the sequence at the extreme N-terminus of �arrestin2 (amino acids Met1-Val35).

Probing the �arrestin2 peptide library with PDE4D5-GST, positive reactions were obtained not

only with the first three peptide spots but also with two regions in the C-domain of �arrestin2

(Fig. 1). One of these additional binding sites was within K206-Ser235 and the other within

R286-Gly310 (Fig. 1).

Purified GST did not bind to any spot within the �arrestin2 peptide array (data not shown).

PDE4D5-GST and PDE4D3-GST failed to bind to any spots other than those shown in Fig 1

within the �arrestin2 peptide array (data not shown).

PDE4D5-GST binding to a scanning alanine substitution array of Gly6-Asp30

To define further the amino acids involved in allowing PDE4D5 to bind to the region of

�arrestin2 to which PDE4D3 also binds (Fig. 1). To do this we screened a family of peptides

derived from a 25-mer parent peptide whose sequence reflected amino acids Gly6-Asp30 of

�arrestin2. The 25 progeny of this parent peptide each had a single substitution, to alanine, of

successive amino acids in the sequence to form a scanning peptide array (Fig. 2a). A severely

reduced interaction was evident for Arg26Ala substitution, with the dual Lys25Ala:Arg26Ala

substitution essentially ablating PDE4D5-GST interaction (Fig. 2a). In contrast, paired

Lys11:Lys12 substitution, with alanine, failed to affect binding of PDE4D5-GST (Fig. 2a). We

noted reduced interaction of PDE4D5-GST upon alanine substitution at Lys18 and Thr20 (Fig.

2a). No effect on PDE4D5-GST binding was observed upon substitution of the Ser13:Ser14

pairing to either alanine or aspartate, or their individual substitution to aspartate (Fig. 2a).

Using a 1-25 �arrestin2 peptide we also probed the region from Met1 to Pro5 in �arrestin2

employing single and multiple replacements with alanine (Fig. 2b). However, none of these

altered the binding of the PDE4D5 probe. Interestingly, however, charge substitution by Glu3Arg

replacement ablated PDE4D5 interaction with the 1-25 �arrestin2 peptide, suggesting that

although a negative charge at this position is not required for PDE4D5 binding, the presence of a

positive charge is inhibitory. Unfortunately the crystal structure of �arrestin2 has no electron

density in this region, which precludes any potential structural insight.
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PDE4D5-GST binding to a scanning alanine substitution array of Lys206-Lys230

To gain insight into the amino acids in the first region of the C-domain of �arrestin2 to

which PDE4D5 binds specifically we performed scanning alanine substitution of the Lys206-

Lys230 region (Fig. 2c) encompassed by spot-42 (Fig. 1). In doing so, we found that alanine

substitution of any single one of a stretch of amino acids from Leu215-His220 (sequence

LNVNVH) severely attenuated / ablated interaction with PDE4D5-GST (Fig. 2c). Consistent with

this, substitution of Leu215 with aspartate also severely attenuated / ablated interaction with

PDE4D5-GST (Fig. 2c). However, substitution of the positively charged Lys227 with the

negatively charged aspartate, as with alanine substitution, did not affect interaction with

PDE4D5-GST (Fig. 2c).

PDE4D5-GST binding to a scanning alanine substitution array of Arg286-Gly310

In order to gain insight into the amino acids in the second region of the C-domain of

�arrestin2 to which PDE4D5 binds specifically (Fig. 1) we performed scanning alanine

substitution of the Arg286-Gly310 region (Fig. 2d) encompassed by spot-58 (Fig. 1). In doing so,

we found that alanine substitution of either Arg286 or Asp291 severely attenuated / ablated

interaction with PDE4D5-GST (Fig. 2d). Dual alanine substitution of the Lys293:Lys295 pairing,

however, had no effect on PDE4D5-GST interaction (Fig. 2d). As with single substitution of

Arg286Ala, peptides with triple alanine substitution of either Arg286:Lys293:Lys295 or

Arg286:Lys293:Lys308 did not noticeable interact with PDE4D5-GST (Fig. 2d). No effect on

PDE4D5-GST interaction was observed upon substitution of either Lys308 with aspartate or

Glu309 with lysine or upon their dual substitution, Lys308Asp:Glu309Lys (Fig. 2d). Substitution

of the Ile306:Val307 pairing with alanine did not prevent interaction with PDE4D5-GST (Fig.

2d).

The three regions of �arrestin2 identified in peptide array analyses are each involved in

conferring PDE4D5 binding

Our peptide array analyses identified three putative sites in �arrestin2 involved in

conferring specificity for binding to PDE4D5. One in the N-domain deduced as allowing

interaction with the PDE4(D) catalytic unit and two in the C-domain interacting with the unique

N-terminal region of PDE4D5. To explore this further we generated defined mutations in each of

these regions where scanning substitution peptide arrays had identified amino acids whose

replacement with alanine led to compromised interaction with PDE4D5 (Fig. 2). In the first

analysis we co-transfected COS cells with VSV-tagged PDE4D3 and either wild-type or the

indicated mutant forms of FLAG-tagged �arrestin2. Using an antibody against the FLAG epitope
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tag we were able to immunoprecipitate recombinant �arrestin2 specifically and determine whether

or not recombinant PDE4D3 interacted by immunoblotting for the VSV epitope tag (Fig. 3a, b).

Doing this we found that vsv-PDE4D3 was co-immunoprecipitated with wild-type �arrestin2 and

with the Arg286Ala mutant and a mutant where the stretch of amino acids from 215-220 in

�arrestin2 was replaced by a 5 residue alanine cassette (Fig. 3a, b). However, it was not co-

immunoprecipitated with the Arg26Ala mutant form of �arrestin2 (Fig. 3a, b). Repeating this, but

co-transfecting with vsv epitope-tagged PDE4D5, we noted that whilst vsv-PDE4D5 was co-

immunoprecipitated with wild-type �arrestin2, its interaction was severely compromised for all of

these various mutant forms of �arrestin2 (Fig. 3c, d). These data support the peptide array

analyses that indicated all these three regions were involved in PDE4D5 interaction, whilst only

that in the N-domain of �arrestin2 was involved in conferring interaction with PDE4D3. This

suggests that the isoform-directed specificity of the interaction is conferred/determined by the C-

domain of �arrestin.

Probing mutations in the three regions of �arrestin2 involved in PDE4D5 interaction for

functional consequences

The �2-AR becomes PKA phosphorylated in MEFs and various other cell types due to the

action of an associated membrane-bound PKA whose activity is attenuated consequent upon the

recruitment of PDE4D5, in complex with �arrestin2, to the �2-AR [25, 27, 40]. We exploited this

property in order to determine whether the functional impact of PDE4D5 on the �2-AR is

attenuated in MEFs transfected with forms of �arrestin2 mutated so as to compromise their

interaction with PDE4D5.

In order to evaluate this, cells were utilized that lack endogenous �arrestins so as to

incorporate mutant, recombinant species, and compare their functioning with wild-type

recombinant �arrestin2 in this system. �arrestin2 is the predominant form of �arrestin in MEFs

[41]. However, MEFs generated from ‘double knockout’ mice, by the disruption of genes

encoding both �arrestin1 and �arrestin2 [41], exhibit no immunologically detectable forms of

either of these two proteins [34, 41]. MEFs from ‘double knockout’ �arrestin1(-/-):�arrestin2(-/-)

mice were transfected to allow similar levels of expression with either wild-type �arrestin2 or the

indicated mutant species (Fig. 4b). MEFs express endogenously both PDE4D3 and PDE4D5, as

shown from immunoblots of lysates from these cells (Fig. 4c). However, as seen with other cells

[40], it is PDE4D5 that preferentially interacts with �arrestin2, demonstrated here by its selective

immunoprecipitation with �arrestin2 (Fig. 4c). Disruption of any of the three sites on �arrestin2,

suggested from scanning peptide arrays, with either Arg26Ala mutation or Arg286Ala mutation
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or replacement of the LNVNVH motif with an alanine cassette ablated interaction with PDE4D5

as indicated by failure to co-immunoprecipitate (Fig. 4c).

Challenge of MEFs from �arrestin1(-/-):�arrestin2(-/-) double knockout animals with

isoprenaline (10 µM for 5 min) caused a profound increase in PKA phosphorylation status of the

�2-AR as detected using a phospho-antiserum (Fig. 4a). However, transfection of these cells with

wild-type �arrestin2 substantially decreased the PKA phosphorylation status of the �2-AR upon

isoprenaline challenge (Fig. 4a). In contrast to this, mutations to disrupt the interaction of

PDE4D5 with �arrestin2, either in its N-domain (Arg26Ala) or in the first site in the C-domain

(215-216 Ala cassette) or at the second site in the C-domain (Arg286Ala), all negated the

inhibitory effect seen for wild-type �arrestin2 on isoprenaline-stimulated PKA phosphorylation of

the �2-AR (Fig. 4a).

Thus transfection of wild-type, recombinant �arrestin2 ablates the isoprenaline-induced

PKA phosphorylation status of the �2-AR by allowing recruitment of PDE4D5. In contrast, such

an action is not seen when using forms of �arrestin2 engineered so as to compromise their ability

to bind PDE4D5 (Fig. 4a).

It is possible that the differences between wild-type �arrestin2 and the various engineered

species could also have arisen if such mutation had ablated their isoprenaline-dependent

recruitment to the �2-AR. Addressing this, we show here that wild-type, recombinant, FLAG-

tagged �arrestin2 is recruited to the �2-AR upon challenge of MEFs with isoprenaline and that

similar, or even greater, levels of recruitment are evident with the various mutants examined here

(Fig. 5a). Such analyses were done with similar levels of expression of the various recombinant

�arrestin2 forms (Fig. 5b) and analysis of immunoprecipitates containing equal amounts of �2-AR

(Fig. 5c). A key function of �arrestin2 is to cause desensitization of �2-AR-stimulated adenylyl

cyclase, thereby attenuating cAMP generation [4, 7, 47]. Here we see that transfection of MEFs

with wild-type, recombinant �arrestin2 does indeed attenuate cAMP generation after 5min

challenge with isoprenaline and that the various mutant forms of �arrestin2 act similarly (Fig. 5d).

Thus our various �arrestin2 mutants, although unable to bind PDE4D5, appear to both be

recruited similarly to the �2-AR and similarly desensitize isoprenaline-stimulated adenylyl cyclase

activity.

Discussion

�arrestins, as well as causing desensitization by binding to GRK-phosphorylated GPCRs,

can bind various other proteins involved in mediating cell signalling actions [4, 6, 7, 12],
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indicating that �arrestins act as signal scaffolding proteins. Indeed, it now appears that far more

proteins have potential to interact with �arrestin than could simply be accommodated upon any

one molecule, suggesting competition for binding. This warrants determination of the ‘footprint’

that individual partners place upon the surface of �arrestins in order to gain insight into which

combinations of proteins may be allowed to scaffold with �arrestins in any one complex.

Members of the 20+ strong family of PDE4 cAMP phosphodiesterases play a key role in

underpinning compartmentalised cAMP signalling [13, 18, 24, 27, 48]. The first demonstration

that a particular PDE isoform could exert a specific functional role in cells came from the use of

dominant negative and siRNA knockdown strategies targeted at PDE4D5 [25-27, 48]. These

uncovered the ability of �arrestin-complexed PDE4D5 to control the phosphorylation of �2-AR

via a spatially restricted PKA population. One functional consequence of this is to allow

switching of �2-AR signalling to ERK activation [35]. This process, which we have characterised

in both HEK293 cells and in primary cardiac myocytes [25], depends upon the recruitment of a

cytosolic �arrestin/PDE4D5 complex to the plasma membrane-located �2-AR. There the local

delivery of cAMP hydrolyzing PDE regulates a PKA subpopulation, spatially constrained through

tethering to the �2-AR by the scaffold protein AKAP79 [27].

PDE4D5 selectively interacts with �arrestins in cells where it is expressed it [33]. Such

selectivity occurs because PDE4D5 not only has a �arrestin binding site on its conserved catalytic

unit, through which all PDE4 isoforms can potentially interact with �arrestin, but it has an

additional �arrestin binding site over an extended surface of its isoform-specific, N-terminal

region [40]. We used a novel peptide array technology to identify these binding sites, which were

confirmed by biochemical analysis [40]. Here, we have used such an approach to gain insight into

how PDE4D5 interacts with �arrestin2. In order to do this we probed a library of overlapping 25-

mer peptides that scanned the entire sequence of �arrestin2 with, not only PDE4D5, but also with

the cognate PDE4D3 long isoform. Through this we anticipated being able to identify regions on

�arrestin2 involved in anchoring the ‘common’ PDE4(D) catalytic site as well as those involved

in anchoring the isoform-specific N-terminal region of PDE4D5.

Both PDE4D3 and PDE4D5 probes recognized spots 1-3, encompassing the first 35 amino

acids of �arrestin2 (Fig. 1). This sequence contributes �-strands 1 and 2 in a surface-exposed �

sheet motif within the arrestin N-domain [49], and its recognition by both PDE4D3 and PDE4D5

indicates that it is the conserved catalytic unit of PDE4 that interacts with this sequence. Focusing

on peptide-2 (Gly6-Asp30), we generated a family of peptides in which successive amino acids in

the sequence were singly substituted by alanine so as to form a scanning peptide array (Fig. 2a).
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Analysis of this array identified reduced interaction of the PDE4D5 probe upon alanine

substitution of three amino acids, namely Lys18, Thr20 and Arg26, suggesting them to be of

potential importance in conferring interaction with the PDE4 catalytic unit (Fig. 2a). Alanine

substitution of the positively charged Lys25, adjacent to Arg26, by itself had no effect on PDE4D

binding (Fig. 2a). The X-ray crystal structure of bovine �arrestin2 reflects its basal conformation,

being associated neither with PDE4 nor GPCR, [49], shows that Lys18 and Thr20 are located on

�-strand 2 proximal to the �-1/2 hairpin and that both residues are prominently surface exposed

(Fig. 6). Lys25 and Arg26, which are also surface exposed, lie on a loop C-terminal to �-strand 2

and in the crystal structure the side chains of Lys25 and Arg26 are presented in diametrically

opposed directions that, if mimicked in the peptide, may contribute to the selectively of PDE4D

interaction with these adjacent positively charged species. However, we note that the dual

Lys25Ala:Arg26Ala substitution completely ablated interaction with PDE4D (Fig. 2a), which

suggests it likely that conformational flexibility at the C-terminal end of peptide-2 may allow

Lys25 to facilitate, to some small extent, the interaction with PDE4D that Arg26 provides. We

substantiated the role of Arg26 in full-length �arrestin2, where substitution to alanine ablated

interaction with PDE4D5, as evinced by the failure of the two proteins to co-immunoprecipitate

(Fig. 3c, d).

In the �arrestin2 basal conformation (Fig. 6 a, b), Arg26 is partially occluded by folding of

the arrestin C-terminal tail across the surface of �-strands 1 and 2. Indeed the guanidinium

functionality of Arg26 interacts with three residues in this tail, forming a salt bridge to Glu389

and H-bonds to the main chain carbonyl groups of Phe391 and Ala392. Significantly, the

recruitment of �arrestin to phospho-GPCR is associated with a hinged re-orientation of the

�arrestin N- and C-domains in a conformational change that requires displacement of the C-

terminal sequence from being folded over �-strands 1 and 2 in the basal state [6, 12, 47]. We

suggest that the �arrestin C-terminal sequence may be similarly displaced upon �arrestin-

PDE4D5 interaction and, in this way, the side chain of Arg26 might be more accessible for

interaction with PDE4 (Fig. 6c).

The difference between peptide-3, to which �arrestin2 binds, and peptide-4, to which it

does not, is the sequence KKSSP (Fig. 2a). This sequence is surface-exposed in the �arrestin2

crystal structure. However, substitution of any of these amino acids individually to alanine did not

affect �arrestin2 binding (Fig. 2a). Additionally, the dual Lys11Ala:Lys12Ala substitution had no

effect, eliminating these positively charged residues from a potential interaction with the PDE4D

catalytic unit. Indeed, Lys11 and Lys12 are thought to ‘guide’ the GRK-phosphorylated receptor
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to the key phosphate sensor provided by Arg170 located in a buried polar core within �arrestin2

[6, 12, 47]. Similarly, substitution of Ser13 and Ser14, either singly or together, with either

alanine or aspartate, had little evident effect (Fig. 2a) on the interaction of peptide-3 with

PDE4D5. The importance of the KKSSP sequence in peptide-3, therefore, most likely arises from

its impact on the peptide’s conformation, as these residues contribute to �-strand 1 and pair anti-

parallel with the sequence containing Lys18/Thr20 in �-strand 2. Thus, although individual

residues within the KKSSP sequence may not interact directly with the PDE4D catalytic unit, the

removal of this sequence in peptide-4 may destroy conformational control over the presentation of

the Lys18/Thr20 side chains and/or the organization of these two residues relative to Arg26.

We propose that the PDE4D catalytic unit forms a contact surface spanning Lys18 to

Arg26 and running approximately along the axis of �-strand 2 of �arrestin2. It is conceivable that

other residues on �-strands 1 and 2 may contribute direct interactions with the enzyme’s surface,

but where the extent of the interaction is insufficient to compromise binding of PDE4D5 to

peptide-2 when residues are replaced individually by alanine. Given the potential importance of

Lys18 and Arg26 for conferring binding to the PDE4 catalytic unit, we note from analysis of the

PDE4D catalytic unit the presence of a negatively charged glutamate in the motif, FxFELxL that

is required for �arrestin2 binding [40]. It is tempting to suggest that this glutamate in the PDE4D

catalytic unit may form an ion pair with residues in the �arrestin2 N-domain when the proteins

interact. However, we also note that a cluster of negatively charged amino acids that abut this

motif in the PDE4 catalytic unit, as in FqFELtLeed, and these may provide the locus of a second

negative charge able to accommodate the positive charged pairing of Lys18 and Arg26 in the N-

domain of �arrestin2.

Analysis of the �arrestin2 peptide arrays identified two sets of PDE4D5-specific

interacting peptides in the protein’s C-domain (Fig. 1). One was spot 58 (Arg286 – Gly310) and

the other encompassed by spots 42 and 43 (Lys206 – Ser235). The selectivity for PDE4D5

suggests that it is the unique N-terminal sequence of PDE4D5 that binds to the �arrestin2 C-

domain. Scanning alanine substitution with peptide-42 showed that the motif, 215-LNVNVH-220

may be of importance for conferring �arrestin2 binding because single substitution of any of these

residues reduced interaction with PDE4D5 (Fig. 2c). The LNVNVH sequence is located on the

convex surface of the C-domain �-sandwich (Fig. 6). Significantly, this is the opposite face to

that implicated in the recruitment of �arrestin to GRK-phosphorylated receptors [12], consistent

with the ability of �arrestin to associate simultaneously with both the phospho-receptor and

PDE4D5. Of the LNVNVH sequence, the side chains of amino acids N216, N218 and H220 are
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surface exposed and thus most likely to interact with PDE4D5. The side chains of L215, V217

and V219 are orientated into the core structure and form a hydrophobic interface with the inner

side of the �-sheet that forms the concave surface of the protein’s C-domain. Direct interaction of

these side chains with the PDE4D5 N-terminus is difficult to envisage without invoking major

structural reorganization of �arrestin.

Scanning analysis of peptide-58 identified Arg286, whose substitution to either alanine or

aspartate ablated interaction with PDE4D5 (Fig. 2d). This contrasted with alanine substitutions of

the other positively charged residues in this peptide (Lys293, Lys295, Lys308), which had no

effect on PDE4D5 interaction (Fig. 2d). The sequence corresponding to peptide-58 threads

through the core structure with residues 286-300 surface exposed on one side (proximal to Arg26)

and residues 306-310 surface exposed on the other (Fig. 6d). The Arg286 side chain is

prominently exposed, does not engage other residues in �arrestin2 and likely presents an excellent

target for interaction with PDE4D5.

Interestingly, peptide-57 (spanning residues 281 – 305) failed to produce a positive spot

with the PDE4D5 probe. This peptide encompasses the region containing Arg286 and the

surface-exposed residue group from peptide-58 proximal to Arg26. However, peptide-57 lacks

residues 306-IVKEG-310 that form the second exposed surface in the sequence corresponding to

peptide-58. This suggested that residues within this locus may also be involved in binding the

PDE4D5 N-terminal sequence. However, the double substitution, Ile306Ala:Val307Ala, and

charge reversal substitutions (Lys308Asp and Glu309Lys) within this region of peptide-58 failed

to affect its interaction with the PDE4D5 probe.

Scanning substitution of peptide-58 also identified Asp291, whose mutation to alanine

attenuated interaction with the PDE4D5 probe. This residue is not solvent exposed in the

�arrestin basal conformation but is considered to ion pair with the protein’s key phosphate sensor,

Arg170, in its polar core [6, 12, 47]. Disruption of this salt bridge by pairing of Arg170 with

receptor phosphates acts as a switch that allows the conformational transition of arrestin into its

high-affinity receptor binding state. Arg170 must become accessible in order to interact with

receptor phosphates. Thus, conceivably, Asp291 may become exposed upon activation of this

switch, facilitating PDE4D5 binding to receptor-sequestered �arrestin2.

Residues within two distinct regions of the �arrestin C-domain, Leu215-His220 and

Arg286/Asp291 are implicated in the interaction with the PDE4D5 N-terminal sequence. Given

the possibility that conformational changes may occur in �arrestin upon association with PDE4,

the relative disposition of these regions, which are well spaced when mapped onto the �arrestin
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basal conformation (Fig. 6), may well alter. However, it is interesting that scanning peptide array

analysis with the unique 88 amino acid N-terminal region of PDE4D5 suggests that an extensive

surface from this sequence is involved in binding to �arrestin2 [40]. This would be consistent

with the studies shown here, which indicate that two, spatially discrete, surfaces on the �arrestin2

C-domain are required for the specific binding of PDE4D5 (Fig. 1). Significantly, the location of

the �arrestin C-domain sites for interaction with the PDE4D5 N-terminus, as well as the protein’s

N-domain surface for interaction with the conserved PDE4 catalytic unit, require that PDE4D5

docks to a distinct face of �arrestin from that involved in interaction with phospho-GPCR. It is

intriguing that, in binding to the protein’s N-domain, the PDE4 catalytic unit interacts with a

region of �arrestin2 immediately adjacent to residues (Lys11:Lys12) believed to be involved in

guiding the GRK-phosphorylated receptor to phosphate sensor at Arg170 in �arrestin2 [6, 12, 47].

The involvement of Asp291 from the phosphate switch, and the spatially proximal Arg286 in

binding the N-terminal region of PDE4D5 may be significant. Given that �arrestins can tether a

variety of proteins with distinct functional roles [4, 7, 47] it is tempting to speculate that the

binding of PDE4D5 to �arrestin2 may influence the fidelity of interaction of �arrestin2 with other

partner proteins.

In order to explore the possible functional significance of the three regions identified here

to the interaction between PDE4D5 and �arrestin2, we generated a representative mutation from

each region in �arrestin2 and analysed these for their ability to interact with PDE4D5 (Fig. 3c, d).

The importance of all three regions in the binding of �arrestin2 to PDE4D5 in cells is shown from

co-immunoprecipitation studies where the interaction was dramatically attenuated/ablated by

disruption of either the N-domain site with Arg26Ala, or the two C-domain sites with either the

Arg286Ala mutation for one site or the replacement of LNVNVH with an alanine cassette at the

other (Fig. 3c, d). In marked contrast, interaction of PDE4D3 with �arrestin2 was only ablated

upon disruption of the N-domain site using the Arg26Ala mutation (Fig. 3a, b). These data are

consistent with the peptide arrays studies, indicating that the extreme N-terminus of �arrestin2

contains a site that allows binding of the common PDE4 catalytic unit whilst the C-domain

contains two sites involved in conferring specific interaction with the unique N-terminal region of

PDE4D5.

We wished to determine if forms of �arrestin2 mutated to compromise their interaction

with PDE4D5 would have functional consequences on compartmentalised cAMP signalling,

specifically on the PKA sub-population associated with the �2-AR whose spatially localised

action can be assessed by monitoring the PKA phosphorylation status of the �2-AR subsequent to
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agonist challenge with isoprenaline [27]. To evaluate this we required cells that lack endogenous

�arrestins so as to be able to incorporate mutant species. Thus MEFs from double �arrestin1(-/-

):�arrestin2(-/-) mice were transfected to express similar levels of either wild-type �arrestin2 or

mutant species (Fig. 5b). In these double knockout cells, isoprenaline caused a profound PKA

phosphorylation of the �2-AR (Fig. 4a). However, whilst expression of wild-type �arrestin2

profoundly attenuated this action, this was not evident in �arrestin2 mutants unable to bind

PDE4D5 (Fig. 4a), despite such mutants being recruited to the �2-AR subsequent to isoprenaline

challenge (Fig. 4a). Compromising PDE4D5 binding to �arrestin2 thus has profound functional

significance regarding the phosphorylation of the �2-AR by the PKA sub-population tethered to it

[27, 36].

Here we have used novel scanning peptide array technology to show that the extreme N-

domain of �arrestin contains a binding site for the conserved PDE4 catalytic unit, whilst it is the

C-domain of �arrestin that contains two surfaces conferring selectivity for PDE4D5. Thus the

combined N- and C-domains of �arrestin2 act to straddle PDE4D5 in order to form a functional

complex that can be recruited to the agonist occupied �2-AR. The activity of such spatially

localised PDE4D5 influences local cAMP levels so as to regulate the phosphorylation of the �2-

AR by AKAP79-tethered PKA. Together, these proteins form a spatially constrained module that

reflects a defined facet of compartmentalised cAMP signalling in cells. Future structural and other

studies of PDE4/�arrestin2 complexes are required to provide further insight into this system and

to determine if, as suggested here, the binding of PDE4D5 engenders a conformational change in

�arrestin2 and affects its ability to bind other partner proteins.
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Figure Legends.

Figure 1. Probing a �arrestin2 peptide array with PDE4D5-GST and PDE4D3-GST.

�arrestin2 is shown schematically with its N- and C-domains. Data shows immobilized

peptide ‘spots’ of overlapping 25-mer peptides each shifted along by 5 amino acids in the entire

�arrestin2 sequence probed for interaction with either PDE4D5-GST or PDE4D3-GST and

detection by immunoblotting. Positively interacting peptides generate dark spots while none-

interacting peptide leave white (blank) spots. In all other sections of the array spots were blank

with either probe. Spot numbers relate to peptides in the scanned array and whose sequence is

given as indicated. Arrays probed with purified GST did not yield any positively interacting

spots. These data are typical of experiments performed three times.

Figure 2. Scanning binding alanine substitution analysis to probe the binding sites for PDE4D5-

GST in the N- and C-domains of �arrestin2.

These show �arrestin2 peptide arrays probed for PDE4D5-GST binding based upon the

indicated 25mer ‘parent’ �arrestin2 peptide where the indicated amino acids were sequentially

and individually substituted with alanine. Ctr refers to the native peptide and all other spots reflect

peptide ‘progeny’. GST alone did not bind to any peptide spot (data not shown). (a) shows the

alanine substitution array for the Gly6-Asp30 peptide whose sequence is in the N-domain of

�arrestin2, together with the additional indicated substitutions, which were to either alanine (no

label) or aspartate (labeled ‘D’); (b) this examines a peptide representing amino acids 1-25 in

�arrestin2 with changes made solely in the first five amino acids (native sequence: MGEKP). The

alterations in this portion are indicated using single letter amino acid code. These data are typical

of experiments performed three times; (c) shows the alanine substitution array for the Lys206-

Lys230 peptide whose sequence is in the C-domain of �arrestin2, together with the additional

indicated substitutions which were either to aspartate (D) or to arginine (R); (d) shows the alanine

substitution array for the Arg286-Gly310 peptide whose sequence is in the C-domain of

�arrestin2, together with the additional indicated substitutions which were to either alanine (no

label) or aspartate (labeled ‘D’) or lysine (K). LAL is L288A:A289D:L290A. RKK1 is

R286A:K293A:K295A. RKK2 is R286A:K293A:K295A:K308A. KE is K308A:E309A. IV is

I306A:V307A.
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Figure 3. Consequences of mutations in the N- and C-domain binding sites in �arrestin2, based

on peptide array data, for the binding of PDE4D3 and PDE4D5.

(a) HEK293 cells were co-transfected with vsv-epitope-tagged PDE4D3 (L20970) together with

the indicated forms of FLAG-tagged �arrestin2, namely either wild-type (Wt) or mutations of

Arg26Ala (R26A), Arg286Ala (R296A) and one where the stretch of amino acids from Leu215-

His220 in �arrestin2-FLAG were replaced by a 5 residue alanine cassette (�arrestin2-FLAG

L215-H220(5A)). The lower panel shows the result of immunoprecipitating the indicated

�arrestin2-FLAG construct with an anti-FLAG antibody and probing for co-immunoprecipitated

PDE4D3-vsv by immunoblotting with an anti-vsv antibody. (b) quantification, by densitometry,

of co-immunoprecipitated PDE4D3-vsv from 3 separate experiments as in (a) with means ± SD

and with the indicated control analyzing cells that had not been transfected with �arrestin2-

FLAG, but which has been transfected with PDE4D3-vsv. (c) as in (a) but co-transfection with

vsv-epitope-tagged PDE4D5 (AF012073) instead of PDE4D3-vsv. (d) as in (b) but co-

transfection with PDE4D5-vsv instead of PDE4D3-vsv.

Figure 4. Functional consequences of mutations disrupting N- and C-domain binding sites in

�arrestin2 for PDE4D5.

(a) The upper panel shows the PKA phosphorylation status of the �2-AR, as assessed using a

phospho-specific antiserum, in �arrestin1(-/-):�arrestin2(-/-) double knockout MEFs treated with

isoprenaline (ISO) (10 µM) for either 0 or 5 min, as indicated. This was assessed in both mock

transfected cells and also in cells transfected to express either wild-type �arrestin2-FLAG or the

various �arrestin2-FLA mutants as described in the legend to Figure 3. The lower panel shows a

loading blot for the �2-AR in these cells. (b) shows an immunoblot for the indicated forms of

wild-type and mutant �arrestin2 expressed in �arrestin1(-/-):�arrestin2(-/-) double knockout

MEFs treated with isoprenaline (ISO) as indicated. (c) shows an immunoblot of endogenous

PDE4D species in lysates (L) of MEFs transfected with the indicated wild-type and mutant forms

of �arrestin2-FLAG. This detects the presence of endogenous PDE4D3 and PDE4D5 in lysates

(L) from these cells. Also shown are PDE4D immunoblots of both FLAG immunoprecipitates (I)

and bead control immunoprecipitates (cl), where no anti-FLAG antiserum was added. These data

are typical of experiments performed three times.

Figure 5. Consequences of mutations in the N- and C-domain binding sites in �arrestin2, based

on peptide array data, for the binding of PDE4D3 and PDE4D5.
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(a) �arrestin1(-/-):�arrestin2(-/-) double knockout MEFs were transfected to express either wild-

type �arrestin2-FLAG, the various �arrestin2-FLAG mutants as described in the legend to Figure

3 or transfected with vector alone (mock). Cells were then challenged with isoprenaline (ISO) (10

µM) for the indicated time prior to disruption for immunoprecipitation of the �2-AR.

Immunoprecipitates from equal quantities of lysate protein were immunoblotted with a FLAG

antibody to detect associated �arrestin2-FLAG. (b) shows FLAG immunoblots of equal quantities

of lysate protein from the transfection studies described in (a) using the indicated �arrestin2-

FLAG constructs. (c) as in (b) but immunoblotting for the �2-AR. (d) shows the increase in

intracellular cAMP level in �arrestin1(-/-):�arrestin2(-/-) double knockout MEFs transfected to

express either wild-type �arrestin2-FLAG, the various �arrestin2-FLAG mutants as described in

the legend to Figure 3 or transfected with vector alone (mock), after a 5min challenge with

isoprenaline. For comparison the increase in intracellular cAMP is shown relative to that seen in

mock transfected cells, which lack both �arrestin1 and �arrestin2. Data are typical of 3

experiments with, in (d), data given as means ± SD given and where mock-transfected cells had

0.96 ± 0.05 pmol cAMP/µg cell lysate protein, rising to 4.28 ± 0.19 pmol cAMP/µg cell lysate

protein after 5min challenge with isoprenaline.

Figure 6. Structure of bovine �arrestin2 and location of residues implicated in PDE4D binding.

(a) Showing residues implicated in PDE4D binding mapped onto the solvent accessible surface of

bovine �arrestin2 in its basal conformation (Brookhaven: 1JSY); numbering used is taken from

human �arrestin2 sequence. N-terminal residues 1-6 and residues 356-382 (preceding the C-

terminal sequence) are disordered. Red (residues 7-35) corresponds to array peptides-1 to -3; dark

blue (residues 206-235) corresponds to array peptides-42 & -43; green (residues 286-310)

corresponds to array peptide-58; arrestin C-terminal sequence is shown purple. Residues whose

individual mutation to alanine significantly compromises PDE4D binding are highlighted in

yellow. Lys25 and the 11-KKSSP-15 sequence within peptide-2 are highlighted in light blue.

(b) Ribbon representation of structure viewed as in (a). (c) As (a) but with C-terminal sequence

displaced. (d) As (c) but rotated 45° about the horizontal axis; phospho-GPCR docks from the

rear of the structure as viewed.
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